LATIN AMERICAN & CARIBBEAN STUDIES

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27?
HISPANIC HERITAGE MONTH OPENING CEREMONY: “Title”
Join our celebration of Hispanic Heritage with our proud campus community and neighbors.
12:30-2:00 PM - SAC Plaza
Entertainment and Refreshments.
Sponsored by the Hispanic Heritage Month Committee.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
ART OPENING and RECEPTION:
"Asian Latin America: New Photos from Cuba"
Presenting AYAME MIZUTOME
A young Japanese photographer evokes the complex lives of this little-known diaspora in the Americas.
5:00-7:00 PM - LACS Gallery
Social & Behavioral Sciences Bldg., N-320
Refreshments served.
Sponsored by LACS, Department of Art and Asian Studies.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 8
SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION DEADLINE:
A. Sanchez Construction Corporation Scholarship
Undergraduate Award for Academic Achievement
This annual award recognizes an undergraduate student of outstanding academic achievement, scholarly promise, service and leadership to the community.
For information visit our website: www.stonybrook.edu/lacc
Sponsored by LACS and UUL/Hispanic Heritage Month Committee.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 27?
Hispanic Heritage Month Awards Ceremony
12:30-2:00 PM - SAC Ballroom A
Fundraising luncheon to celebrate the accomplishments of Stony Brook students and staff for excellence, leadership and community service. For tickets or donations contact Hispanic Heritage Committee at 632-6282 or by email: imolina@notes.cc.sunysb.edu

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 17
CONCERT: Maria Del Rey
“The Bridge/El Puente”
3:00 PM - Staller Center’s Recital Hall - $9 Not just for Kids!
Maria Del Rey presents the varied and rich cultures of Latin America in a family concert of bilingual children’s music. With audience participation that combines movement, music and language, young and old will delight in learning new songs that children from Latin America know and love. All material is in Spanish and English to reach a wide audience.
For more information: www.staller.sunysb.edu or call: (631) 632-ARTS

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23
Ballet Hispanico "Nightclub"
8:00 PM - Staller Center’s Main Stage - $34
Fiery rhythm and flaming passion heat up the night! From the dancehalls of Argentina between the world wars, to the 50's night spots of Spanish Harlem, to today's hottest urban Latin clubs. Dance to the beat of tangos, classic Latin rhythms and the most contemporary sounds, the evening traces the evolution of Hispanic culture in our hemisphere—from the tradition-bound Old World mentality to a powerful force in the New World.
For more information: www.staller.sunysb.edu or call: (631) 632-ARTS

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 3
PROVOSTS LECTURE SERIES:
"Self-Advocacy in Brazil, Japan and the US"
Dr. Annibal Coelho de Amorim, BLURB.
TIME - LOCATION
Sponsored by LACS and School of Health Technology and Management, and Office of the Provost.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 3 or 4?
SPEAKER:
"The Progressive Informality of Culture"
Dr. Annibal Coelho de Amorim
Historical look at 19th Century Brazilian psychiatric patients. Shows how language of deficit becomes “disease”.
7:00-7:30 PM - LACS Conference Room
Social & Behavioral Sciences Bldg., N-320
Sponsored by LACS and School of Health Technology and Management, History Department and Office of the Provost.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 17
TINKER GRADUATE FELLOWS ROUND-TABLE
Join this year’s group of returning graduate LACS-Tinker Fellows as they discuss their exciting interdisciplinary summer “field research” trips to Latin America and Spain.
4:00-6:00 PM - LACS Conference Room
Social & Behavioral Sciences Bldg., N-320
Sponsored by LACS, The Graduate School, Department of History, Hispanic Languages and Literature.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 1
RECEPTION: Rockefeller Visiting Scholars
Come meet this year’s class of Latin American scholars studying the problem of “Durable Inequalities in Latin America”: Lucio Renno (Politics, Brazil) and Adriana Maya Restrepo (History/Education, Colombia).
4:00-6:00 PM - LACS Conference Room
Social & Behavioral Sciences Bldg., N-320
Refreshments served.
Sponsored by LACS and Rockefeller Humanities Program.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 8
LACS CONFERENCE: "Languages of Deficit in Latin America"
6:00 PM - LACS Conference Room
An inter-university project which meets:
Fridays, 12-2:00 PM
Stony Brook Manhattan, (401 Park Ave. South at 28th Street, 2nd Fl)
Papers are:
September 17, Nara Milanich, Barnard College
October 29, Claudia Lomnitz, New School University
November 19, Ann Zulowsky, Smith College
For e-papers and information contact LACS.

NOVEMBER 17 - 19
Prime Time Academic Fair - SAC @ Campus Life!
"Prime Time is your time! Whether you are a declared LACS Minor or are still considering what major/minor to choose.

CINEMA TROPICAL

Cinema Arts Centre
425 Park Avenue
Huntington, NY
Tel. (631) 423-7611
For more information visit www.cinematropical.com or call (212) 592-3428
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